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Introduction

Modern photonic technologies require extreme light control capabilities in the full four dimensions (4D) of space and time, well beyond what natural materials can offer. Nowadays, very sophisticated structured material platforms are possible thanks to the rapid advancement of nanofabrication tools and methods. These were catalysts for enabling exotic photonic behaviors opening up avenues and breaking boundaries in a vast spectrum of technologies such as sustainable energy, sensors, medical diagnostics or information transfer and computing. The capabilities of passive platforms comprising metals or dielectrics transcend into new unchartered domains when paired-up with active or tunable material, as for example gain media, non-linear optical materials, phase-change materials, graphene and atomically thin semiconductors, magneto-photonic media, as well as quantum emitters. The fourth dimension, time, has emerged as a key “tuning-knob” for molding the behavior of light; dynamic photonic platforms are central in current research activities in the community.

The Active Photonic Platforms X marks the 10th installment of a conference series that sprung out of an SPIE conference convened by Paul Braun (UIUC) and Sharon Weiss (Vanderbilt U.) featuring active and tunable responses in photonic crystals [Tuning the Optical Response of Photonic Bandgap Structures III (2006)]. Over the years, this conference series, initially named Active Photonic Crystals but re-named to Active Photonic Materials and finally to Active Photonic Platforms in 2017, has evolved to snapshot the rapidly evolving research developments related to active control of light propagation and photonic responses. A range of topics involving active, dynamic, and tunable control of light in a plethora of structured-material platforms as well as systems involving atomically thin materials have been presented in this year’s event. Novel behaviors for light waves in passive platforms that would enable new research directions in active photonics have also been featured. Below, we give a bird’s eye view of the fascinating research presented in Active Photonic Platforms X.

Extra-ordinary non-linear light control was a central theme in the conference this year, with the conference opening with two related sessions. The opening keynote presentations of these sessions reported cutting-edge research on unprecedented light manipulation with accelerating beams which could become a paradigm shift in all-optical circuit applications [Presentation 10721-4] or give rise to exotic non-linear phenomena such as non-integer harmonic generation [Presentation 10721-1]. Moreover, an intriguing keynote presentation [Presentation 10721-3] showed how a metasurface can lead to unconventional frequency mixing capabilities opening new pathways for control of non-linear optical processes. A common thread in the talks in the first two session were innovative approaches to enhancement of non-linear effects which was demonstrated by utilizing epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials [Presentations 10721-4, 10721-5], nanoplasmonic...
waveguides [Presentation 10721-2], nano-antennae [Presentation 10721-8], metasurfaces [10721-3] or even photonic-crystal cavities (as shown by Presentation 10721-80 in a subsequent session). Theoretical developments to understand the impact of interfaces on the non-linear optical parameters of a material have also been presented [10721-6] which are extremely important in guiding the design of nanoscale systems and heterostructures for non-linear optics.

As structures are brought to the nanoscale spatial monitoring of optically induced thermal responses are key to characterizing device stability and performance. Di Wang of Purdue Univ. [Presentation 10721-12], one of the Best student Presentation award recipients, reported on a new method to map the spatial temperature distribution of a plasmonic system. Moreover, Presentation 10721-13 utilized a controlled light-to-heat conversion for biomolecular sensing. In addition, many presentations focused on absorption and thermal-emission management towards efficient infrared sources by utilizing phonon-polariton materials [Presentations 10721-9, 10721-10, 10721-11], with Presentation 10721-9 reporting on the potential of active tunability/modulation of these effects with free-carrier injection. Presentation 10721-15 presented an alternative approach to tailoring extraordinary thermal emission by incorporating phase-change materials. As this exciting invited talk reported, these materials can evoke an unexpected thermal emission signature owing to a temperature induced phase-transition which makes them suitable coatings for thermal camouflage.

Actually, phase-change (phase-transition) materials, i.e. materials that can change their structural and electronic properties with temperature, have recently emerged as a key material component in photonic platforms. Because of their dynamically tunable photonic responses these materials are gaining increasing interest for photonic applications. Presentation 10721-18 reported the development of new classes of phase-change materials having in particular photonic applications in mind; phase-change materials used in photonics are typically “borrowed” from widely used materials in electronics which tend to be rather lossy when interacting with visible light. Platforms utilizing phase-change materials were also shown to lead to tunable color reflection filters [Presentation 10721-16] or switchable one-way reflection suppression [Presentation 10721-17]. Moreover, Presentation 10721-14 introduced the amazing possibility to address locally the resonances of individual antennae on an array by local change of the phase of the material environment from amorphous to crystalline. The results reported by this invited presentation would open-up a whole new area of photonic platforms with a programmable response.

Novel photonic platforms for memories and computing was actually an emergent topic in the conference with exciting talks reporting on architectures that could become trend-setters in the years to come. Phase-change-materials were also central in this direction with a cross-cutting invited talk [Presentation 10721-59] reporting on the possibility of related photonic chips for arithmetic operations. Furthermore, two more invited talks reported forefront research on how to exploit
thermo-optic or electro-optic effects to construct memory devices [Presentation 10721-56] or highly energy efficient (aJ/bit) modulators for neuromorphic photonic compute engines [Presentation 10721-57]. Integrated neuromorphic photonics could revolutionize modern computing; an invited presentation [Presentation 10721-58] reported on the breakthrough possibilities of these platforms but also the important challenges to be met.

Furthermore, Presentation 10721-7 envisioned a synthetic multidimensional spectral space constructed from all-optical spectral reshaping in a non-linear fiber which could be utilized for quantum computations. A compelling keynote presentation [10721-37] also showed how a judiciously designed photonic-crystal slab in transmission mode effectively behaves as the Laplacian operator opening new possibilities for leading-edge technologies in image processing. Beyond photonic-based computing platforms, a groundbreaking keynote presentation [Presentation 10721-40] suggests that certain complex scientific problems could be solved without actually performing the relevant calculations. This fascinating talk showed that artificial intelligence (AI), similar to deep-learning algorithms currently used to train neural networks e.g. for image recognition, can predict the photonic band structure of a certain photonic crystal structure (and vice-versa); astonishingly, the AI predictions fall extremely close to the actual calculations.

Just like phase-change materials, 2D and quasi-2D materials after blooming in the electronics world have well entered the world of photonics and the research of their responses to light is rapidly expanding. In addition to presentations throughout, two focus sessions on “photonics with atomically thin materials” were intended to capture recent advances at the forefront of this sub-area. Bridging across the 2D materials and phase-change materials domains, invited Presentation 10721-77 discussed examples and avenues by which certain atomically thin materials can operate as phase-transition materials. Moreover, an engaging invited presentation showed the realization of high quality lateral heterostructures comprising two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenide (2D TMDC) for optoelectronic applications [Presentation 10721-20]. Furthermore, exciting talks underscored the vast potential of 2D materials for photonics reporting on atomically thin hyperbolic materials enabled by anisotropic phonon-polaritons [Presentations 10721-19], modelling and tunability of graphene and 2D material plasmons [Presentations 10721-21 and 10721-23] as well as DC-current-induced asymmetric plasmon propagation in graphene [Presentation 10721-22].

One of the keynote presentations [Presentation 10721-19] also delved into entirely unexplored Physics in these systems reporting on the ultrafast dynamics of photoexcited plasmons in graphene as well as long range plasmon propagation at cryogenic temperatures. Moreover, given the extra-ordinary photonic responses of 2D materials, platforms that interface them with structured materials and/or quantum emitters have naturally piqued scientific curiosity. Many exciting presentations [Presentations 10721-25, 10721-26, 10721-27 and 10721-81] reported research to better understand the behavior of quantum emitters in atomically thin...
materials for optoelectronic applications. Furthermore, a keynote presentation [Presentation 10721-24] brought about transformative research in random lasing applications by utilizing MXene flakes in a solution with a gain material. This fascinating talk showed that the random MXene-flake medium offers unprecedented control over the feedback mechanism owing to the non-linear optical responses of the individual MXene nanoflakes.

Despite years of research the interaction of emitters with structured or novel material environments actually still remains in the center of scientific inquisition with adventurous paths still to explore. Many interesting talks reported on advances in the area of harnessing light-matter interactions. An intriguing invited talk [Presentation 10721-53] discussed how the quality factor of certain resonators should be manipulated so that to optimize interaction with quantum emitters; the trivial widespread assumption the higher-Q the better may not necessarily hold. Moreover, Presentation 10721-60 reports that conventional wisdom from the Purcell expression may not apply at exceptional points of degeneracy, which yield higher than predicted spontaneous emission rates. Furthermore, for localized-plasmon resonances Presentation 10721-79 analyzed and experimentally demonstrated the different regimes of interaction from enhancement of spontaneous emission to the formation of hybrid plasmon-exciton modes. When interacting with active media, Presentation 10721-82 showed that the geometric characteristics of Mie resonators impact the lasing frequency, while Presentation 10721-55 demonstrated spontaneous emission enhancement in a particular implementation of Mie resonators. The crucial parameter controlling light-matter interaction in these systems is the enhanced power of the electric field. Presentation 10721-54 develops a sum-rule that provides a limitation on the associated power-bandwidth product.

Also, several engaging presentations reported on tunable EM effects and reconfigurable platforms [presentations 10721-47, 10721-48, 10721-49, 10721-50, 10721-51, 10721-76]. The underlying mechanisms relied on incorporating voltage tunable material, or material tunable with optical pumping which are interfaced with ring resonators or metasurfaces. For example, Ghazaleh Kafaie Shirmanesh of Caltech [Presentation 10721-49], also one of the Best student paper award recipients, presented a reconfigurable beam steering metasurface operating at telecommunication wavelength. The reconfigurability in this case is enabled by incorporating ITO which has voltage-tunable optical properties.

Material structuring in the 3D space together with time-modulated material properties constitutes full 4D control of light in space and time and can lead to non-reciprocal photonic effects as was reported by Presentations 10721-4, 10721-29 and 10721-37. Aside from time-modulation, a captivating keynote presentation [10721-30] reviewed the different mechanisms to non-reciprocity and presented a novel possibility of an optical diode effect by employing a specially oriented polar ferromagnet. Non-reciprocal effects by employing non-linearities [10721-29] and magnetophotonic effects [10721-31] have also been reported. Presentation 10721-32 also showed that a heterogeneous magnetic field of opposite sign in different
regions essentially creates an artificial boundary in an electron gas supporting topological edge-states.

Topological and non-Hermitian photonics continued to be central in focus in this year's conference with related effects featured over five sessions. Many fascinating presentations covered a range of innovative approaches to extreme light control. Photonic graphene paradigms of topological edge states have been presented by Presentations 10721-41 and 10721-43 while Presentation 10721-38 discussed the presence of photonic topological phases under non-linearity and gain. Topological type of sources and lasing have also been reported [Presentation 10721-44 and 10721-45]. The behavior of systems around exceptional points was discussed by Presentation 10721-62 emphasizing that although these have been traditionally associated with non-Hermitian PT-symmetric systems they can be present also in lossless systems such as coupled waveguides. PT-symmetric system for reconstruction of mode-coherence [Presentation 10721-61], for uni-directional reflection suppression [Presentation 10721-39] and asymmetric scattering in gain-loss nanoparticle dimers [Presentation 10721-63] have also been reported.

Furthermore, a key outstanding problem in optics and photonics is how to create and control the angular momentum of light. Progress in this area will also trigger breakthrough capabilities in active photonics. A captivating keynote presentation [Presentation 10721-33] opening the related “twisted light” focus session presented a framework based on symmetry to understand how chiral matter can engage with structured light that has an orbital angular momentum. Then, a fascinating invited presentation [Presentation 10721-36] showed how twisted light can emerge from plasmonic nanoantennae, while Presentation 10721-34 presented how to create vector vortex beams and discussed devices to detect them. Moreover, Hugo Doeleman of AMOLF [Presentation 10721-35], who is also one of the recipients of the Best student Presentation award, reported on the first-time experimental observation of a polarization vortex emerging from a bound state in the continuum.

Numerous extra-ordinary optical effects and platforms were reported in the conference. While all these interesting structures arise from man-made architectures, we note in passing that extraordinary photonics can emerge also from naturally evolved structures. For example, Presentation 10721-73 discussed how plant tissue has evolved in different species to control the influx of light for photosynthesis. It should also be noted that a key important aspect in advanced photonic systems both for the stability of practical systems but also for the capability to manipulate nanoscale objects is that of Casimir forces and optical forces. A related session and stimulating invited talks focused on bringing out new Physics and fundamental understanding on these forces in different systems. In particular, theoretical analysis or experiments on Casimir and/or optical forces were reported for artificially patterned surfaces [Presentation 10721-70], metamaterials [Presentation 10721-71] and gold-coated microspheres [Presentation 10721-72].
Of course, all these fantastic extra-ordinary photonic phenomena could not have been envisioned or realized without progress in associated theory, methodology, and numerical techniques. There were a few talks and a dedicated session to highlight important theory advances for the study of extra-ordinary photonic effects. In particular, Presentation 10721-75 borrowed from photonic-band-gap theory in dielectric structures to design a reflector comprising a single layer of a metallic nanoparticle array. An engaging and instructive invited talk [Presentation 10721-69] presented a framework to understand and design extra-ordinary scattering regimes for structures made from topological insulator material. Another interesting invited presentation [Presentation 10721-67] emphasized the need for atomistic-level calculations for modelling the responses in certain plasmonic systems which are not adequately captured by more widespread classical macroscopic approaches. Furthermore, a cross-cutting presentation [Presentation 10721-68] discussed how methods must be brought together in a multi-physics framework. In particular, this presentation discussed the need to couple electromagnetic and heat transfer solvers self-consistently in order to tackle the response of photonic platforms with phase-change materials. As photonic systems become more sophisticated with key operating principles crossing disciplinary boundaries the development and advancement of multi-physics frameworks is absolutely crucial to enable breakthrough phenomena and technologies.

Last, but not least, we would like to highlight three most challenging problems in theory and modelling of passive and active photonics that are related to high-impact application domains. The first one is a theoretical framework to describe modes of lossy resonators, such as plasmonic nanoparticles, to capture the behavior of quantum emitters in their vicinity. The second one is a framework that can predict radiation losses in membrane geometries relevant to slow-light and topological edge-state waveguides in planar photonic crystal systems. An incisive keynote presentation [Presentation 10721-52] presented approaches to these challenging problems which can catalyze progress in the related areas offering design guidance for high performing practical designs.

The third challenging theory problem relates to a framework for structured materials with gain media. Widespread rather common treatments of gain media involve models that use a complex, frequency dispersive, refractive index. However, such models miss out completely on the dynamic evolution of the gain media responses to the incident field. Two informative and engaging talks [10721-64 and 10721-65] presented the recent progress of multi-physics modelling of different types of gain material in time-domain. The treatment discussed in these talks couples specific atomic transition models for the behavior of the gain medium with exact full-wave EM simulations in time-domain. The talks presented examples of application of this multi-physics framework in areas of high current interest in active photonics, such as nanolasing and reverse saturable absorption.
Along with the talks recapped above, our conference also included a lively poster session with themes related to graphene photonics [Presentations 10721-84, 10721-86] and information storage with optical beams [Presentations 10721-85, 10721-87] complementing on the topics of the oral presentations.

While recapping the conference presentations, we mentioned in passing the three winners of the best student Presentation competition that our conference ran. The award recognizes the best contributed presentations that were presented by a student author. For this year, there were three finalist winners that have tied in first place. We would like to extend our warm congratulations to the best student Presentation winners! We would also like to take this opportunity and thank all student contributors for their enthusiasm with which they participated in this competition, giving amazing talks and reporting on incredibly interesting research.

The winners of the student award competition were selected by a jury comprising the program committee members and expert attendees in the conference in a two-phase process. The first phase of the competition is based on the abstract submissions and lead to the selection of six contributions which competed further on-site based on the oral presentation. The three winners that tied in first place were recognized with an SPIE award certificate at the “Award Announcement,” session on the last day of the conference. Also, SPIE publicity covered this session with a highlight on the 2018 Best student Presentation award winners in the conference website. We enlist below again the winning Presentations with the student author’s name being designated with a bold font.

**Presentation 10721-12:** Mapping temperature distribution of optically pumped gap plasmon structure using thermoreflectance imaging

Author(s): **Di Wang**, Kerry Maize, Yee Rui Koh, Purdue Univ. (United States); Maowen Song, Purdue Univ. (United States); Chongqing Univ. (China); Aleksandra Boltasseva, Purdue Univ. (United States); Technical Univ. of Denmark (Denmark); Vladimir M. Shalaev, Ali Shakouri, Alexander V. Kildishev, Purdue Univ. (United States)

**Presentation 10721-35:** Experimental observation of a polarization vortex at a bound state in the continuum

Author(s): **Hugo Doeleman**, AMOLF (Netherlands); Univ. van Amsterdam (Netherlands); Francesco Monticone, Cornell Univ. (United States); Wouter den Hollander, Femius Koenderink, AMOLF (Netherlands); Andrea Alù, The Univ. of Texas at Austin (United States)

**Presentation 10721-49:** Reconfigurable beam steering metasurface at telecommunication wavelengths

Author(s): **Ghazaleh Kafaie Shirmanesh**, Ruzan Sokhoyan, Pin Chieh Wu, Harry A. Atwater, Caltech (United States)
Active Photonic Platforms X brought together theorists and experimentalists to exchange state-of-the-art results in a rapidly evolving area of research. As conference chairs, we would like to thank our program committee members, the session chairs as well as members of the best student Presentation award jury for contributing in numerous ways to the success of this conference. Last but not least, our sincere thanks go to all the authors of the 10721 conference who engaged with their attendance and questions, presentations as well as manuscripts making this conference a truly stimulating and vibrant event!

Ganapathi S. Subramania
Stavroula Foteinopoulou